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ABSTRACT 

A study was conducted to investigate the relationship 

between the degree of self-actualization , as measured by 

the Personal Orientation Inventory , and the ac ceptance of 

i ntimate body contact between same-sexed people. The study 

was conducted using 13 male subjects , 8 of whom were 

Caucasian and 5 of whom were Black . The subjec t s were 

g iven the Personal Orientation Inventory during Phas e One 

of the study . During Phase Two of the study each subje ct 

individually viewed a series of 16 slides . Seven of the 

slides in the series portrayed two nude white males making 

intimate body contact with one another . These 7 slides were 

classified as critical slides . The 9 remaining slides were 

classified as neutral slides . Evaluation of the subj ec t s' 

Personal Orientation Inventory responses revealed that t he 

sample consisted of one normal subject and 12 non-self

actualizing subjects . Of the 36 Pearson product-moment 

correlations computed at t he . 05 level of significance , 

only 5 comparisons attained significance . Only one of these 

5 significant comparisons involved the relationship between 

the Personal Or ientation Inventory and the critical slides , 

In general , the results show that the subjects in this study 

tend to reject the type of intimate body contact between 

same - sexed people that was presented in Phas e Two . 
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CHAPTER I 

PREFACE 

The theory of personality which underlies this thesis 

is derived from Jung ' s psychology , from Goldstein ' s organ

ismic psychology , and from Allport , Angyal , Lecky , Rogers , 

Maslow , Jourard , and the bioenergetics of Keleman --- each 

of whom views the human being as the integrated entity that 

it is . But it pushes for a recognition of being that goes 

beyond the mere reconciliation of parts , a separation that 

came about through the dualism of Judaeo-Christian culture 

in which our Western psychology was born , This researcher ' s 

theory pushes for the farthest limits presently conceivable 

as being within the potentials of human being . It seeks to 

discover , at least to propose , that within the explorable 

inner world of human nature there is indeed a kingdom in 

which the unity of Self is supreme ; and from which the 

energy that enlives each of us is , and persists in spite 

of the encroachments of culturally introjected fear . 

This is not a psychology of reconciliation or adjust 

ment , even in the best sense of the word adjustment ; for 

adjustment is temporally relative . It is an extension of the 

propositions made by Maslow . It is a realization on the part 

of this researcher that what the organismic psychologists 

have proposed is true , which essentially is the affirmation 

of the unity of the organismic human being . Moreover , the 

human organism --- in its healthiest states , its unimpeded 

states --- is actually transcending the lower limits of some 

1 
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threshold which was, at a point, perceived to be some farth-

er point beyond which it could not grow. The healthy human 

organism transcends itself. There is more to human being. 

The healthy self-actualizing organism realizes there is al

ways something more to explore. It senses that even beyond 

that that there is still that "semething else" again. Per

haps it is sufficient to say that it is an attempt to move 

toward a psychology of man's vastness, his infiniteness, in 

which potential is only that portion of what is perceived 

as the flickering of some greater, hitherto unimagined re

ality. That reality is not some thing beyond life1 rather, 

it is life itself. And yet, for each of us, there seems to 

be an ultimate limit beyond which we dare not let the in

finite mind go, and thus it becomes finite. 

Jung (in Moustakas, 1956) wrote• 

Nothing changes itself without need, and human 
personality least of all. It is immensely conservative, 
not to say inert. Only the sharpest need is able to 
rouse it. The development o! personality obeys no 
wish, no command, and no insight, but only needs it 
wants the motivating coercion of inner or outer neces
sities. Any other development would be individualism. 
This is why the accusation of individualism is a cheap 
insult when it is raised against the natural development 
of personality. 

The saying "For many are called, but few are 
chosen" applies here as nowhere else1 for the deve
lopment of personality from the germinal state to 
full consciousness is at once a charism and a curse. 
Its first result is the conscious and unavoidable 
separation of the single being from the undifferen
tiated and unconscious herd. This means isolation, 
and there is no more comforting word for it. Neither 
family, nor society, nor position can save him from 
it, nor the most successful adaptation to actual sur
roundings, nor yet the most ~rictionle~s f~tting in 
with them. The development of personality is a favor 
that must be paid for dearly. But people who talk the 
most about the development of personality are those 
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who least consider the results, which are such to 
frighten away all weaker spirits. 

Yet the development of personality means more 
than the mere fear of bringing monsters into the 
world, or the fear of isolation. It also means 
fidelity to the law of one's being. 

For the word "fidelity," I should prefer, in 
this connection, to use the Greek word of the New 
Testament kiotis which is mistakenly translated as 
14 faith." It really means trust, trustful loyalty. 
Fidelity to the law of one's being is a trust in 
this law, a loyal perseverance and trustful hopes 
in short, such an attitude as a religious man should 
have to God. And now it becomes apparent that a 
dilemma heavily weighted with consequences emerges 
from behind our problems personality can never deve
lop itself unless the individual chooses his own 
way consciously and with conscious, moral decision. 
Not only the causal motive, the need, but a conscious, 
moral decision must lend its strength to the process 
of the development of personality. If the first, that 
is, need, is lacking, then the so-called development 
would be mere acrobatics of the wills if the latter 
is missing, that is, the conscious decision, then the 
development will come to rest in a stupefying uncon
scious automatism. But man can make a moral choice of 
his own way only when he holds it to be the best. If 
any other way were held to be better, then he would 
live and develop that other personality in place of 
his own. The other ways are the conventions of a moral, 
social, political, philosophic, or religious nature. 
The fact that the conventions always flourish in one 
form or another proves that the overwhelming majority 
of mankind chooses not its own way but the conventions, 
and so does not develop itself but a method and a 
collectivity at the cost of its own fulness. 

But what has the single personality to do with 
the need of the many? First of all, he is a part of 
the people as a whole and as exposed to the force that 

· moves the whole as are all the others. The only thing 
that distinguishes this person from all the others is 
his vocation. He has been called away from the all
powerful, all-oppressing psychic life that is his owt; 
and his people's affliction. If he listens to the.voice 
then he is different and isolated, for he has decided 
to follow the law that confronts him from within. His 
"own" law, everyone will cry. He alone knows.better --
has to know betters it is the law, the vocation, as 
little his "own" as the lion that fells him a~thoug~ 
it is undoubtedly this particular lion that kills him, 
and not any other lion. Only in this sense can he speak 
of "his" vocation, "his" law. 
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Only the man ~ho is able to consciously affirm the 
power of the voc~tion confronting him from within be
comes a P:rsonality1 he who succumbs to it falls a prey 
to the blind fl~x of ~appening and is destroyed. The 
gr~atness ~nd !~berating effect of all genuine person
ali ~Y cons~sts in t~is, th_at it subjects its elf of free 
?hoice t? i~s.vocation and consciously translates into 
7ts.own indi!idual reality what would lead only to ruin 
if it were lived unconsciously by the group. 

Just as great personality acts upon society to 
alleviate, liberate, transform, and heal, so the birth 
of personality has a restoring effect upon the indivi
dual. It is as if a stream that was losing itself in 
marshy tributaries suddenly discovered its proper bed, 
or as if a stone that lay upon a germinating seed were 
lifted away so that the sprout could begin its natural 
growth. 

The inner voice is the voice of a fuller life, of 
a wider, more comprehensive consciousness. The fear 
that the majority of natural human being feels before 
the inner voice is not so childish as one might suppose. 
The contents that confront a limited consciousness are 
in no sense harmless, as is shown by the classic example 
of the life of Christ, or the equally significant ex
perience of Mara in the legend of Buddhas as a rule, 
they spell the very danger that is specific to the 
individual concerned. What the inner voice brings close 
to us generally is something that is not good, but evil. 
This must be so, first of all, for the reason that we 
are generally not as unconscious of our virtues as our 
vices, and then because we suffer less from the good 
than from the bad. 

The inner voice brings to consciousness whatever 
the whole --- whether the nation to which we belong or 
the humanity of which we are a part --- suffers from •••• 
if by self-assertion it can save itself from being 
completely swallowed, then it can assimilate the voice, 
and it is s een that the evil was only an evil semblance, 
while in reality it brought healing and illumination. 
The character of the inner voice is "Luciferian" in the 
most proper and unequivocal sense o~ the word, a~d.that 
is why it places man face to face.with mo:al decisions, 
without which he could never attain consciousness and 
become a personality. In a most unaccountable way ~he 
lowest and the highest,the best and the most atrocious, 
the truest and the falsest are mingled together in ~he 
inner voice, which thus opens up an abyss of confusion, 
deception , and despair. 

When all is said and done, the hero, the leader, 
the savior is also the one who discovers a new way to 
greater certainty. Everything could be left as it was 
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if this new way d;d not absolutely demand to be 
discovered, and did not visit humanity with all 
the plagues of F.gypt until it is found •••• Per
sonality is Tao (pp. 149-159). 

This researcher, in a notebook he kept five years ago, 

wrote on the page following the excerpt from Junga 

The individual who refuses to disclose himself 
as much as he knows himself, or who refuses to en
deavor to know himself insofar as he can, must be 
solelf responsible for the ensuing consequences his 
own misery alone, No excuse can be made for not pur
suing knowledge of self, and every human being is 
conscious of self to some degree, and to some degree 
has some sort of knowledge as to the universe of self, 
and the domain of human spirit. It is the work----nol 
It is the adventure, the odyssey .. of returning to the 
center of being and making that center known that each 
of us must guide his energies to. It is the peculiar 
responsibility of man, as an expression of the life
force of the All, culminating in I tself, to understand 
his own mystery and to disclose that once-mystery to 
beings of goodwill. For whoever fails at this, by deny
ing the experience of self, is lost, and not lost in 
the sense in which Jesus declared that whoever seeks 
to preserve his self has lost it, and whoever loses 
his self has found it, For to deny the experience of 
self imputes no consciousness of the need to preserve 
its and such a one would not even find it by losing it, 
when he denies self exists or has any expreesion. 
Jourard writes,"It seems to be another fact that no 
man can come to know himself except as an outcome of 
disclosing himself to another person. Self-disclosure, 
however, requires courage. Not solely the courage to 
be ••• but the courage to be known, to be perceived by 
others as one knows himself to be. We can paraphrase 
the Delphic oracle who advised, 'Know thyself,' and 
declare, 'Make thyself known and thou shalt then know 
thyself.' Finally, we can restate Polonius' advice to 
his son,'And this above all --- to any other man be 
true, and thou canst not then be false to thyself,'M 

In another place Jourard (1963) writes a 

To be "average" in personality means to suffer 
from various "socially patterned defects," as Fromm 
calls them. That is, the typical person in our society 
usually shows signs of premature arrest in his growths 
he may carry symptoms of neurosis which are.so wid~ly 
shared in his society that he does not realize he 1s 
half sick. The simple fact is that in an age when space 
is being explored, and when man has the nucl~ar power to 
destroy this planet, average personality is 1ust not good 
enough (p. vii). 
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Hall and Lindzey (1957), in discussing the personality 

theory outlined in Carl Jung's analytic psychology, point 

out that the main concept in Jung's psychology is the 

"self," or the c t 1 r· en ra 1gure around which all the other 

systems of the personality (ego, personal unconscious, 

collective unconscious, persona, animus and anima, and the 

shadow) constellate. It is the self that pushes man toward 

wholeness, it is the self that seeks to balance the other 

systems in the personality and integrate them. In order 

for this to happen, all the other systems or components of 

personality must become fully developed and individuated, 

which is itself the process or permitting every system to 

reach the fullest degree of differentiation and development. 

But the balancing achieved ia not by frictionless rearrang

ing of psychic components. The organism whose systems are 

open, and interact with one another, experiences the 

uniquely-essential tensions of his own private, inner worlds 

that is, the striving for selfhood. That selfhood is achieved, 

if ever, by what Jung called the "transcendent function, .. or 

individuation. Through the operation of this function of the 

self, personality comes to be integrated in a forward-moving 

direction in which the self is more and more integrated so 

that the person becomes more of a unique personality. This 

forward-moving progress is toward self-actualization, the 

fullest, most complete differentiation and harmonious blend

ing of all the aspects of the total personality. It means 

that the psyche, or total personality, has evolved to a 

new point i n which it perceives and experiences the true 
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center of itself, the self, rather than the ego, or con-

scious mind, with its introjected concepts and images. 

Thus, the transcendent or integrated personality is an 

"ego-less" personality, one that is the self --- that 

balance-point, according to Jung, between consciousness 

and unconsciousness. 

Jung viewed personality integration as the balancing 

of all the psychic components or systems into a unified 

whole, so that no one component overpowered another. For 

Jung, the union of these dichotomous systems, these oppos

ing forces in personality, is one of the most important 

tasks of contemporary psychotherapy (Bennet, 1966, p. 128). 

And yet Jung insisted that for the male the animus, that is, 

the male genetic contributions to the psyche, must predomi

nate over the anima, the female genetic contributions to 

the psyche, for the female, the anima must predominate over 

the animus (Storr, 1973, P• 48). It would seem that this is 

not a description of personality integration or, at least, 

that it is an inconsistency in Jung's theory of integration. 

Rather, for the theory to be consistent, at least with re

gard to the animus and anima, it would seem that the inte

grated personality should achieve a balance between these 

as Jung has suggested (Wilhem, 1931, P• 105, Storr, 1973, 

p. 82 1 Bennet, 1966, PP• 156-161). The inconsistency, 

however, is only a semblance and perhaps may be clarified 

by the following. 



CHAPTER II 

I NTRODUCTION 

By virtue of the fact t hat every human being is the 

living product of heterosexual union , each of us is 

genetically and psychologically a bisexual organism 

(Freud , 1953) . Natural human sexuality , however , becomes 

lops i ded through the forces of conditioning to social 

convention and expectation ; so that the average male be 

comes alienated from , unconscious of , his anima and the 

average female becomes alienated from , unconscious of , 

her animus . Nevertheless , as the human being becomes an 

individual , unique personality , he or she begins to re 

capture the experience of anima or animus , and seeks to 

permit it its own expression in thinking , feeling , sensing , 

perceiving . In other words , as anima and animus become 

integrated into consciousness , thereby uniting the cons 

cious and unconscious self , the result manifests itself in 

a new perhaps re-newed - - - experience of self , others , 

and nature . It must be made clear that this renewed ex

periencing is not just a passive receptivity of the world 

on the part of the i ndividual . Rather , it is also an active 

emitting of the expressions of that unity . The integrating 

personality is what he is . He does what he is . Undoubtedly , 

Jung ' s intolerance of exclusive homosexuals (Storr , 1973 , 

p . 48) was grounded i n the fact that , by their exclusivity , 

homosexuals are not allowing all the components in self to be 

· d · t a uni·fi·ect whole . This seems possible s i nce integrate in o 

8 
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Jung realized that the whole nature of man presupposes 

woman (Bennet, 1966). One does wonder, however, whether 

Jung would tolerate exclusive heterosexuals, or even 

whether he believed overt bisexual behavior was a capacity 

of the integrated personality, His writings do not allay 

such speculation. 

In sum, this researcher concludes that for a theory 

of the healthy personality to be consistent, one in which 

the total unity of the self is postulated, allowance must 

be made for the fact that psychological bisexuality is one 

of the characteristics of the integrated self. In addition, 

it would seem that any statement regarding bisexual behavior 

as a characteristic of the integrated self inherently in

volves a question of limits, or balance in relation to the 

other components of personality, that is, whether and to 

what degree the individual is integrating and actualizing 

all levels of his or her total personality, 

Allport (1961) reports that most psychoanalytic theor

ists emphasize genitality as one of the chief signs of 

healthy personality, Erickson (1959) defines genitality 

as the potential capacity to develop orgastic potency in 

relation to a loved partner of the opposite sex. Allport 

(1961) takes issue with the psychoanalytic emphasis on 

genitality, stating that, for t he psychoanalysts, 

Since ra ists and perverts may be capable of 
1 t o;~;stlc gratification, it beco~e~ ~ecessary 

comp~ e ·r the criterion by l1m1ting sexual 
imme~1~tel~ to modi { erienced 'with a loved person 
grat1f1cat1on to tha exp . as the argument is, 
of the opposite sex.' rPeer~~a:!~:ptions (pp. 286-287 ). 
we are nonetheless awa 
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Allport's (l961 ) counterargument is that it is not a proven 

fact that every genitally mature individual is healthy in 

other aspects of his personality . In addition , there are 

numerous individuals who are either celibate or who are 

"even sexual deviants , whose accomplishments and whose con

duct are so outstanding that we cannot possibly consider 

them as ' immature "' (Allport , 1961 , p . 287) . Allport (1961 ) 

objects to reducing the entire problem of maturity t o geni

tality , although he says it seems wise "to admit t hat in 

many l i ves genital maturity does accompany general per s onal 

maturity " (p . 287) . 

Kinsey , Pomeroy , and Martin (1948) state that 

Males do not represent two discrete populations , 
heterosexual and homosexual ••• It is a fundamental of 
taxonomy that nature rarely deals with discrete cate 
gories . Only the human mind invents categories and 
tries to force facts into pige on- holes . The living 
world is a continuum in each and every one of its 
aspects . The sooner we learn this concerning human 
sexual behavior the sooner we shall reach a sound 
understanding of the realities of sex (p . 639) . 

Kinsey et al . (1948) , believe that , in view of the 

data they had collected on the incidence and frequency of 

the homosexual and in particular on its co- existence with 

the heterosexual in the lives of a considerable portion of 

the male population , it would be difficult to maintain the 

view that psychosexual reactions between individuals of the 

same sex are rare and therefore abnormal or unnatural , or 

that they constitute within themselves evidence of neuroses 

h The Kins ey et al . (1948) , finding that or even psyc oses , 

46% Of the male population engages in both 
~ less than o 

homosexual activities, or reacts to persons 
heterosexual and 
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of both sexes , in the course of their adult lives , lends 

support to the idea that , even if some personality theor

ists do not make allowance for the possibility that bisex

uality may be one of the characteristics of the integrated 

personality , Nature itself does . Kinsey et al . (1948) 

indicate · that , 

A choice of a partner in a sexual relation becomes 
more significant only because society demands that there 
b~ a particular choice in this matter • • • If all persons 
with any trace of homosexual history , or those who were 
predominantly homose xual , ~were eliminated from the popu
lation today , there is no reason for believing that the 
incidence of the homosexual in the next generation would 
be matreially reduced . The homosexual has been a signifi
cant part of human sexual activity ever since the dawn of 
history , rimaril because it is an e ression of ca aci
ies that are basic in the human animal 

Finally , Albert Ellis (1966) firmly and unequivocally 

states that if , under any circumstances whatsoever , a hetero-

sexual refuses to have sex with a same - sexed person , or a 

homosexual refuses to have sex with an opposite - sexed person , 

then he or she is neurotic . Even though Ellis ' statement is 

perhaps too unequivocal to be reasonable , it does point in 

a direction that accurately reflects the human condition . 

Obviously, the Kinsey et al . (1948) data has had little 

· · general, and the scientific community in impact on society 1n 

few People seem to be inclined to take particular , and very 

Ellis ' (l 966) statement seriously. Arno Karlen (1971) , in 

Survey of social and psychological opinion 
his comprehensive 

. d at no conclusions , because 
on homosexuality , arrive 

to be no conclusions except what 
point there appeared 

take from his society. 
willing to make for himself or 

at that 

one was 

It would 

One of the frustrating realities we 
appear that this is 
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human beings must be able to tolerate, until we mobilize 

our intellectual objectivity, and our human compassion, to 

see the dilemma from another angle, 

It is indeed significant to realize that the study of 

homosexual behavior has been strongly limited to the clinic, 

in which the individual is seen who is having difficulty 

integrating his behavior, or his reactivity, with his self, 

This researcher is not aware of a single study, or psycho

logical theory about the "problem" of homosexuality in 

human nature, that approaches this facet of human behavior 

as being anything other than pathological or demonstrative 

of character disorder (Beach, 19651 Bieber, 19621 Ellis, 

19651 Hatterer, 19701 Katchadourian & Lunde, 19721 Marmor, 

1965, Ovesey, 19691 SIECUS, 19701 Storr, 1964). This paper, 

however, is not concerned with either "pseudohomosexuality" 

(Ovesey, 1969) or exclusive homosexuality about which the 

literature concerns itself, Rather, it is concerned with 

that portion of the male population that has recovered, or 

never lost, its capacity for sexual responsivity to, or 

behavior with, a same-sexed persons and which they have 

succeeded in integrating with a full-functioning hetero-

sexuality. 

Fortunately for this no less than 46% of the male popu-

lation, there is another way of looking at human behaviors 

that is, from the viewpoint of trying to discover what it is 

that healthy people do, what their characteristics are, what 

d l ·fe is how and what they experience. their attitude towar 1 , - --

1 it may be possible to know more By studying such peop e, 
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cl earl y and more certainly what relationship, if any, there 

might be between the degree of personality integration and 

same-sex experiences Th· · · • is is what this research proposes 
to do. 

In order to do this, it is essential to have an under

standing of what current personality theorists and research

ers understand the integrated personality to be or consist 

of, how it develops and is maintained. A brief examination 

of some selected personality theorists who have very definite 

things to say about how the integrated personality develops 

and what it is, or consists of, follows. What has already 

been presented from Jung should also be included as relevant. 

Lecky (1945) states that personality's aim is self

consistency, or unification (Hall & Lindzey, 19571 Moustakas, 

1956). Personality consists only of those experiences which 

have been assimilated as being consistent with the organized 

value system, the nucleus of which is the individual's 

valuation of himself. The individual sees the world from 

his own viewpoint, with himself as the center. Hence, all 

behavior expresses the effort to maintain the integrity and 

unity of the organization of personality. Any value entering 

the system that is inconsistent with the individual's 

valuation of hims elf cannot be assimilated, and meets with 

resistance and will be rejected, unless a fundamental reor

ganization occurs. Accordingly, resistance is a natural 

1 t th maintenance of individual phenomenon and is essentia o e 
a result of actual conintegrity. Personality develops as 

tacts wi th t he world, and incorporates into itself the 
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meanings derived from these external contacts. Essentially, 

personality is the organization of experience into an 

integrated whole. Thus, every process, every behavior of 

the organism is part of its striving for unity. It is the 

individual who must define for himself the nature of the 

totality which he is. 

Allport (1961) states that, within the framework of 

cultural values, the mature personality will (1) have a 

widely extended sense of self, by which he means that the 

mature personality resists the mechanization of his per

ception of the world and its movements, that he will per

ceive and experience the significance of life activities 

of others as having meaning and relatedness to his own 

life, that he participates in life as a whole and has 

developed some area of special interest that gives direction 

to his life1 (2) he will be able to relate himself warmly 

to others in both intimate and nonintimate contacts. What 

Allport (1961) describes here is very similar to a kind of 

Taoistic "letting-be," the ability to have respectful com

passion for the person and the path which that other person 

must travel on toward his own selfhood, while being capable 

of great intimacy with that person. This ability, though 

Allport (1961) does not make the distinction in quite the 

same way, results from the fusion of two dichotomous tend

encies in human nature; one, the recognition of the other 

as an end in himself, respect 
as a separate life-process, 

t intrude. The other, the recog
for which one wishes not 0 

. . . of one's own life process, one's 
nition of the s1gn1f1cance 
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own uniqueness here-and-now, and the need to share that 

with another human being. Between these two dichotomies a 

balance is achieved in the healthy personality. This balance 

is nonpossessive attachment, about which Allport (1 96l) 

says, "It is a hard lesson for a parent to learn ___ or 

for a wife, husband, lover, or friend --- that he should de

sire the other's company, wish him well, and accept him for 

what he is, without placing iron bonds of obligation upon 

him" (p. 286). (J) The healthy or mature personality will 

possess a fundamental emotional security and acceptance of 

self. Allport (1961) states that as the sense of self ex

pands, the healthy personality achieves a balanced poise 

between external and internal reality. The mature person's 

responses reflect that security, which is based on his 

sense of self, his knowledge and feelings for himself, 

others, and the world as they~• "The mature person ex

presses his convictions and feelings with consideration 

for the convictions and feelings of others, and he does 

not feel threatened by his own emotional expressions or 

theirs" (Allport, 1961, P• 288). It would be an untrue 

picture of the healthy personality to say that he is not 

ever frustrated, disappointed, pessimistic, depressed, agi

tated, morose, or moody (Allport, 1961), Rather, he has 

learned to live with his emotional states in such a way 

into impulsive acts nor inter
that they do not betray him 

others" (Allport, 1961, P• 288), 
fere with the well being of 

will think, perceive, and act 
(4) The mature personality 

outer reality, He is problem
with zes t i n accordance with 



centered and r eality-oriented (5) H · 
• e 1s capable of self-
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objectification. In other words, the person he knows to be 

himself is in reality the self that he is, He does not lie 

or misrepresent himself to his self 1·n ei·ther 
his cognitions 

about himself or in the self he presents to others (Allport, 

1961 ). (6) The mature person, according to Allport (1961 ), 

lives in harmony with a unifying philosophy of life, which 

provides for him a "directedness" toward some ultimate life

goal, which he can reasonably and responsibly work toward. 

Allport's own thinking (1961) about what is meant by 

unity or integration of personality is that (1) unification 

comes through striving, and {2) that what unification is 

achieved seems to be only a matter of degree. As the human 

being grows older, differentiation increases. Even as the 

segmenting process of differentiation increases, 

learned unity enters by virtue of the process of 
integration. Integration offsets the segmenting process 
of differentiation. To integrate means to form more 
embracing units. Though total integration s7ems ~ever 
to be achieved, there is constant progress 1n t~1s 
direction, even while the contrary process of diffe
rentiation continues. The evolving sense of self forl!1s 
a prelude to •••• unity •••• The fact that we ~ave conflicts 
and clashes of purpose within our breasts 1s proof of 
unity (Allport, 1961, P• 378). 

Angyal (1941) defines life as self-expansion (p. 29), 

which consists of two seemingly-dichotomous phases a self-

self-surrender (p. 38). By th is Angyal determination and 

"the l1'fe process does not take place (1941) means that 

between the organism and its gn:: within the organism, M =~-----
. t· comes about by tironrnent (pp . 31-32), Self-determ1na ion 

• i ts environment. 
th . ·iati'ng and mastering e organism's ass1m1 
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In the proc.ess of assimilation, Angyal (1941 ) says that 

environmental factors undergo successive modifications by 

the organism in such a way that the environmental factors 

come more and more under the control of the organism, until 

they are integrated with the organism and become a function

ing part thereof (Angyal , 1941 , Chap . 2). In this way the 

organism achieves relative autonomy , Autonomy of the organ

ism is , therefore , essential to life , not only for the or

ganism and his environment but for the biosphere that is 

made up of the two , Such a relationship has survival value 

for everything in the biosphere , Angyal (1941) says that life 

is not an immanent but a self-transcending process , In other 

words , the organism that is characterized by "life" is one 

that does not merely exist in that it seeks to preserve its 

being within itself in a static way, Rather, it goes beyond 

itself in a process that tends to increase the autonomy of 

the organism , The function of self-surrender in the expansion 

of the organism is 

the tendency to surrender himself willingly ~o the 
th h n being comports himself superordinate whole ,, , , e 1:1Ma . Th 

as if he were a whole of an 1ntermed1at~ orderf •h•=• e 
th "fier an organizer o is 

human being is bo a ~~1 d, participant in what he 
immediate personal wor d. ant awhole to which he be
conceives as the superor ina e 

46
) 

longs (Angyal , in Moustakas , P• • 

t . tion and self-surrender may appear Though self-de ermina 

to oppose 

be viewed 

of self-expansion must one another, the process 
t the human being who from the standpoint tha 

does so through social 
"selfishly" seeks his own expansion 

1 s himself 
The healthy person deve op or environmental means, 

the environment and he expands 
by incorporating things from 
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his environment by making personal contributions to it. He 

both takes and gives , and in so doing he expands the whole 

biosphere , which includes the organism and his environment . 

Angyal (in Moustakas , 1956 , pp . 46-48 ) writes that , in 

the organism ' s environment , there are other organisms which 

are "parts" of the same whole of which he also is a "part . " 

Were man ' s behavior determined exclusively by his urge for 

mastery of his environment , his attitude toward others 

would only be as towards means to his ends , Experiencing 

others as coparticipants in a larger whole brings , however , 

another facet of his nature into manifestation . Angyal (in 

Moustakas , 1956 ) calls this basic relation "love , " Angyal 

says that the basic nature of love consists i n the recog

nition of the value and acceptance of the otherness of the 

loved "object ;" while at the same time one experiences an 

essential sameness that exists between oneself and what one 

loves . To recognize and accept the otherness of a person 

th . a valuable being in his own right , means to respec im as 

in his own indep endence , This attitude is incongruous with 

or a tendency to use him as a any idea of possessiveness 

means to an end . 

Wi.th the nature of love to try to "It is i ncongruous 
• one ' s personal world,' re duce the loved pers on to ' an item in 

. 1 . th one ' s demands , or to try to 
or to try to make him comp Y wi 

. t r way 11 
( in Mous takas , 19 56 , 

exert power over him in wha eve 
~oustakas , 1956 ) , love i s 

p , 47) , According to Angyal (in 
appreciating , valuing of 

deep percept ion , understanding , 
the other ; acknowledging 

the core , t he essential nature of 

the 
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the identity that exis t s . 

Angyal ' s (1941 ) theor y str esses the natural unity of the 

relationshi p between organism and environment in the develop

ment of t he individual human personality; that the individual 

is instrumental in creating a reality different from the one 

in which he originally appeared, and that, in turn, he is 

creat ed by the reality which he has created. In other words, 

there is an unending potential for self-expansion; even 

though Angyal (1941, p. 77) believed that as a person grows 

older he becomes more rigid and set in his ways and less 

open to influences from his environment. Undoubtedly , this 

is the case with the majority of human beings so far in the 

development of our species. Perhaps this is a basic reason 

why the average majority of human beings never achieve 

selfhood or self-realization, integration and actualization 

of all their human capacities both as unique individuals 

and as members of a species. 

Howevermuch this thesis would like to concern itself 

typl·cal development in the course of a human with average or 

life time, it cannot. Looking in that direction has proved 

. i't provides no clear picture of fruitless and disparaging; 

deve lopment. This thesis is eswhat is healthy or optimal 

d Wl'th the farther reaches of human nature1 sentially concerne 
possibilities by the majorwhat are, as yet, the unexplored 

d it is necessary to 
ity of human beings . Toward that en' 

of personality inte
look, briefly, to the Rogerian theory 

• · human being. 
healthy, self-actual1z1ng grat ion in the 
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Rogers (l95l) regards the integrating personality as a 

being in the process of becoming less determined or defined 

!Q. itself by external evaluations, expectations, demands, 

values. It is in the forward-moving process of being guided 

by its own internal, organic data which are present in aware

ness and, thus, are subject to rational choice. The inputs 

from the envircmment are evaluated, without distortion or 

without being denied, against the organism's own knowledge 

of itself. Likewise, the organism's outputs are appropriate 

and harmonious responses to its environment as it is exper

ienced and perceived. Because the organism is more inclusive, 

more flexible, and more discriminating, it is less threatened 

by either the external world or what is being experienced in 

its internal world. Subsequently, it is simultaneously both 

less vulnerable and less defensive. The inner push toward 

actualizing the self is thus rooted in self-knowledge. The 

integrating, self-actualizing person is more capable of ex

periencing life more directly and, hence, more abundantly. 

He lets his own experience tell him their own meaning, and 

more of his relevant experiences are available to conscious

ness. More of the total experience of the organism is direct-

ly . t d i·nto the selfs or more accurately, the self incorpora e 
· ce of the organism. 

tends to be discovered in the total experien 

He is his real self, his organic self. 
. h theories have been discussed so 

The psychologists w ose 
. d s "organismic theorists" (Hall 

far have been characterize a 

P
sychologies of personality evolved 

& Lindzey, 1957). Their 
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in respons e to mi nd-body dualism 

and that school of psychol-
ogy t hat denies t he existence of 

"mind" altogether. 
There i s another h 

psyc ological approach to understand-
ing and facilitating human being • ·t . 

' i is known as the bio-
energetic approach. This approach · • 

originated with Wilhelm 

Reich i n the early 19JO ' s . Reich was a student of Freud and 

a member of the International Psychoanalytic Society until 

his expulsion from that body in 1934 (Reich , 1971 ) . One of 

the adherents to this approach today · s is tanley Keleman , 

whose work and theoretical statements are relevant to the 

development of this presentation . 

Keleman ' s (1971) basic position is that "we are our 

bodies. 11 He sees mind- processes as a biological function 

that is deeply rooted in the universe , through the body . 

The energy of the universe is a unity ; it is all one field 

of energy . Its specific application in the human sphere is 

biological functioning that is a state of unity . "You are 

your energy , and your body is this energy" (Keleman, 1971 , 

p, 28) . Whatever interferes with this unity within the body 

splits the unity and causes the individual to be alienated 

from himself and everything around him . "One of the primary 

ways we see this split is the chronic muscular contract i ons 

f Y flow , the unity of in a person . When the unity o energ 

t . become the deficient 
feeling is broken , these contrac ions 

f . . t because they limi t our 
way we express ourselves ; de icien 

. s" (Keleman , 1971 , P• 29) . 
range of awareness and alivenes 

reall· ty for the individual is the 
For Ke l eman (1971) , 

Condition , he is embodied life. 
fact that, whatever the 
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The l ife fl ow of the individual can get blocked, however, 

by the mind-processes' usurping the body. When the mind

processes usurp the body-processes, the unity is destroyed. 

Wherever this usurpation occurs between the mind-processes 

and the body-processes , there results the muscular con

tractions , impedence of energy-flow, which Keleman (1971) 

speaks of. In effect , the mind-processes cut the body off 

at that point. Classically , this is called inhibition which 

is the result of repression or denial, Keleman (1971) says 

that the individual who is uninhibited , integrated , whose 

energy is flowing freely , is an alive being who experiences 

as a total , sensual organism. 

Traditionally , psychology has viewed man as a mind with 

a body . The significance of Keleman is that he reverses 

this disjointed misperception in the direction of biologi

cal reality s "The most important thing is to be a person who 

is in touch with his body , to become his body , and get rid 

of this crazy idea , ' I have a body .' It's the other way a-

mi.nd. That's a fac t we don't want to rounds my body has a 

not the Chief cook and bottle washer, swallow. The head is 

the whole body is 11 (p • J8) • 

) States that the ground of our being is 
Keleman (1971 

· the world. 
the ground of how we experience our body , which is 

. seeking aliveness , every
He has stated that, "Everybody is 

body wants to be more alive . What 
we don't consider is that 

. to assimilate it, · ore alive, you have to learn to bear being m 
to go through your body, ••• 

to permit an energetic charge 
one can tell you how to 

If you have an alive body, no 
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experience the world. And no one can tell you what truth is, 

because you experience it The b d d • o Y oes not lie" (p. 39). 
In essence and ult· t ' ima ely, Keleman (1971) is saying 

that life is not sick, but the ways in which we allow our 

lives to be constricted for us, whether consciously or un-

consciously, by others, and what we introject from the world 

of others while we are children, is a sickness that one 

carries with him throughout his lifetime --- unless, and 

until, the individual gets back in touch with his own 

reality. 

Keleman (1971) has explicated what the organismic 

theorists did nots we are first, and foremost, our bodies, 

this is our organismic self, the self of primal and on-going 

experience. It is actions and contacts and feelings that 

constitute memories, perceptions, cognitions. The body in

forms the mind, develops personality. Without~ there 

is no experience, no personality. Healthy human personality 

is balanced body and mind, integrally expressing the unity 

of being. 

The above views have been offered regarding the healthy 

personality. Of particular i nterest to the present investi

gation are the views of Maslow (19 62 , 1970), whose theory 

to this researcher , to of the healthy personality seems, 

summarize and integrate the major aspects of personality 

health, 

Maslow (1970) has suggested that a psychology of the 

cern itself less with a cul
healthy personality must con 

definition of normality. Rather, a 
tural, hence relative , 
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psychology of the healthy personality must discover what is 

the behavior of the species of which we are all a part; and 

yet, beyond that, what it is possible for us to become and 

the conditions necessary to produce and facilitate the 

growth of the truly healthy personality . He proposes that 

we can begin in this effort by directly studying the char

acteristics of those people who are deemed healthier members 

of the species. The "healthier " members of the species would 

be those who show the greatest integration , the greatest 

being of the self they really are ; those who have transcend

ed their culture and its relative values , and those who have 

achieved an awareness of human being that is unmatched by 

the average member of his or her culture . 

Maslow (1962) lists the following as "clinically

observable characteristics which define healthy personali

ties s (1) superior perception of reality, (2) increased 

acceptance of self , of others , and of nature , {J) increased 

spontaneity , (4) increase in problem-centering, (5) increased 

detachment and desire for privacy , (6) increased autonomy 

to enculturation, (?) greater freshness of and resistance 

and ri.chness of emotional reaction , (8) higher appreciation 

. (9) increased identification frequency of peak experiences , 

. . s (10) change, improved interpersonal with the human specie , 

relations, (11) more democratic character structure , (12) 

. ase in creativeness , recovery of and 1ncre 
{lJ) certain 

Fu ther Mas low (1962) sug-
changes in the value system . r ' 

. tics of the healthy . character1s gests that the following bl 
'b ble and measura es . ly descr1 a 

Should be objective personality 



(1) c l earer , more efficient 
perception of reality , 
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(2) more 
openness to experience , (3) · 

increased integration, wholeness, 
and unity of the person (4) · 

, increased spontaneity, express-
iveness , full-functioning and 1 · 

, a 1veness , (5) a real self, a 
firm identity, autonomy, uniqueness, (6) • 

increased objectivity, 
detachment, transcendence of the self, (7) ability to fuse 

concreteness and abstractness, (8) democratic character struc

ture, and (9) ability to love, the capacity for intimate con

tact. 

Maslow (1970) states that self-actualizing people have 

deeper and more profound interpersonal relationships with 

people of both sexes, more so than any other adults. They 

are capable of more fusion, that is, transcendence of di-

chotomies --- greater love, more perfect identification , 

more obliteration of the ego boundaries . Their circle of 

intimates is rather small because being very close to some

one in this self-actualizing style seems to require a good 

deal of time , and to them, devotion is not a matter of a 

moment: therefore, they are much more highly selective 

about whom they will be with in their own style. Maslow 

(1970) says that the self-actualizing person is more able 

to be himself with his intimates , without feeling that there 

are demands or expectations upon any of them to be in any 

certain way ; that he can feel and be psychologically and 

. h another and still feel loved and physically naked wit 

does not have to conceal his psycho
wanted and secure . He 

i t hhold his spontaneous 
logical or physical defects , or w 

Pos
itive or negat i ve, in such company. 

feel i ngs, whether 
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His behavior is marked by simpli"c i· ty 

and naturalness , and 
by lack of artificiality or strai·ni·ng 

for effect . Although 

his behavior may have the day-to- day appearance of convent -

ionality i n trivial matters and casual personal contacts , 

the healthy personality infrequently allows convention to 

hamper him or inhibit him from doing anything that he con

siders very important or basic . This is largely so since he 

is more likely to have transcended the values and dogmas of 

his culture to a higher degree than the average person . 

Because of this latter point , Maslow (1970) states that self

actualizing people are not well adjusted in the naive sense 

of approval of and identification with the culture . This is 

possible only by one ' s intense participation in his culture , 

and is achieved only after many years (Maslow , 1962) . 

Transcendence is a particularly crucial achievement in 

the development of healthy personality ( slow , 1970) . Trans 

cendence is the process of resolving and synthesizing 

dichotomies within one ' s self and one ' s environment and 

one ' s nature . Transcendence is equivalent to the process of 

unification , integration , self- expansion . Maslow (1970) 

states that "What had been considered in the past to be 

dichotomies were so only in less polarities or opposites or 

healthy people " (p . 178) . 
which self-actualizing people Some of the dichotomies 

1 re g iven by Maslow (1970) as 
seem to be able to reso ve a 

spiritual -paganly sensual , 
the following : selfish- unselfish , 

ethical and moral - lustily animal , 
duty-pleasure , work- play , 

teness - abstractness , acceptance
kindness-ruthlessness , concre 
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rebellion , self-society ad· · t 

• Jus ment-maladjustment, detachment 
from others-attachment tooth 

erS, serious-humorous , Dionysian-
Apollonian , introverted-extraverted, . 

intense-casual, serious-
frivolous, conventional-unconventional, 

mystic-realistic , 
active-passive, masculine-feminine lust 1 , - ove, and Eros-

Agape, Because self-actualization means resisting the debili-

tating effects of enculturation , the function of transcendence 

or resolution of dichotomies is understood to be essential to 

realizing one ' s self (Maslow , 1970), Maslow (1970) quotes 

Fromm (1941) as stating that the normal , well-adjusted person 

often has not the slightest idea of what he is , of what he 

wants , of what his opinions are . Such a person . is scared to 

death to know himself and be the self he knows (Maslow , 1962). 

Jourard ' s writings (1959 , 1963 , 1964) indicate that the 

ability to allow one ' s real self to be known to at least one 

"significant " other , through self-disclosure , is a prerequi

site for a healthy personality . Concerned with the concept 

of self- actualization (Maslow , 19.54 , 1.22Q), Jourard (1964) 

proposed that low self- disclosure is indicative of a re-

pression of the self and an inability to grow as a person , 

Jourard (1964) elaborates on the self-disclosure , personali

ty-health relationship , and suggests that the relationship 

( 64) •t' ngs indicate that dis-is curvilinear , Jourard ' s 19 wri 1 

negat ;vely related to "clinical" maladjust-closure should be ~ 

t . t. ly to "positive" personality heal th men and also pos1 1ve 

) s· the literature on the 
(that is, self-actualization • ince 

self-disclosure and personality health 
relationship between 

sts that the confidence in 
is conflicting, Cozby (197)) sugge 
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such a relat ionship would be increased by a study relating 

self-disclosure to a more standardi"zed 
measure of self-

actualization , such as the Personal Orientation Inventory. 

A study by Jourard and Rubin (1968) explored the re

lationship between self- disclosure and body contact ; self

disclosure being more recently defined as the intentional 

revealing of those more central and private aspects of one ' s 

self to another person (Goodstein & Reinecker , 1974). 

Jourard (1959 , 1964) has regarded self- disclosure as an 

aspect of personality health . Even though the Jourard and 

Rubin (1968) study showed a quite low , but statistically 

significant , tendency for the men to have physical contact 

with their male friends in proportion to the amount they 

disclose themselves to them , their overall findings led 

them to conclude that these two ways of being (that is , 

self- disclosure and body contact) are not strongly or 

markedly correlated . Jourard and Rubin (1968) interpreted 

this finding as suggestive of the fact 

that touching is equated with sex~al in
1
tent

1
, 

. 1 ta less conscious eve • 
either consc1o~s r• or a osite-sex friend with 
The fact that i~ 16 the 0~~ver the body) physical 
whom the most widesprea~ t to that interpretation . 
contact is exchanged po1n st the two ways of ' being 
It appears that we do sepa~~m:n show at least a 
close. ' The fact that the . h sical contact and 
slight tendency towardteq~~:~,h~yymay be bet~er inte
self- disclosure sugges sh show a similar slig~t 
grated than the.men - - -.~noto their same-sex friends, 
tendency in their relat~ ds Evidently, the men can 
but not to their gi:lf:ie~ ;ith a girl, yet keep 
establish physical ~nti~~ -~ctivity) concealed , and 
their ' selves ' (their :ubin , 1968 , P• 47) . 
vice versa (Jourard 

inference to suggest that 
It would be nothing more than an 

. d· ng is indicative of . . n to this fin l the interpretat i on give 
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of personality health in the 
males for them to behave in 

such a way that demonstrates that they 1 a so equate intimate 
contact and self-disclosure with their closest same-sexed 

friend. 

In reviewing the above theori· es of personality, there is 

no explicit statement by any one of these theorists concern-

ing the relationship between healthy personality , or self

actualization , and same-sex experiences . The only psycholo

gist who has made any statement at all on this topic is 

Albert Ellis (1966) , who was referred to in the beginning 

of this paper . Kinsey (1948) has chronicled the incidence 

and frequency of same - sex experiences , but he offers noth

ing in the way of empirical data to support the notion 

that the statistically normal has anything to do with 

personality health . There is enough in the way of general 

clinical research to indicate that the average or statisti

cally normal is not healthy personality (Jourard , 196J , 1964: 

Maslow , 1970). Maslow (1970) himself states that his studies 

of self-actualizing people do show profoundly deep emotional 

attachments do occur between self-actualizing people regard-

less of the sex of the people in the relations hip . But 

neither Maslow nor anyone else, of whom this researcher is 

1 , t the limits of the aware, reports any attempt to de inea e 
f th people in their 

expressions of affection and love or ese 
. explicit s t atement of 

sarne-sex re l ations hips. There is no 
th accept, regarding same

what they do, nor even of what ey 
f or themse l ves or for others. 

sex expe r iences , whether 
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Maslow (1 971, pp. 366-369) suggests that healthy human 

sexual ity does not contain any confounding or confusion 

between dominance-submission and sexual fusion . In other 

words , the healthy personality transcends the dichotomies 

between masculine and feminine , and accepts the facts of 

psychological bisexuality in human nature . In anot her place , 

Maslow (1971) states 

Di~hotomi~i~g means pathologizing and pathologizing 
m~ans dichotomizing . The man who thinks you can be 
either~ man , all man , or a woman , and nothing but a 
woman , 1s doomed to struggle with himself , and to 
eternal estrangement from women. To the extent that 
he learns the facts of psychological ' bisexuality ,' 
and becomes aware of the arbitrariness of either/or 
definitions and the pathogenic nature of the process of 
dichotomizing , to the degree that he discovers that 
differences can fuse and be structured with each other , 
and need not be exclusive and mutually antagonistic , to 
that extent will he be a more integrated person , able 
to accept and enjoy the ' feminine ' within himself (the 
' Anima ,' as Jung calls it) (pp . 616-162) . 

However true , good , or beautiful such a statement may be, 

it tells us nothing of the process , of the how , by which 

the healthy , integrated personality "learns the facts of 

psychological ' bisexuality . ' " 

Therefore , the present research proposes to pursue an 

answer to the question implied in the foregoing . Since one 

of the operational Characteristics of the self-actualizing 

resolving dichotomies which 
personality is his capacity for 

Culture , is he capable of resolving --
are fostered by his 

dl'chotomies between love and 
and does he resolve --- the 

• · in his sex, masculine and feminine , 
relationship with a 

resolution apply onl y 
? Or does this 

person of his own sex . h · h the 
the context in w ic 

to hete r osexual relationships ---



literature has explicitly reported it? Does the healthy 

personality experience the fusion of love and sex in re

lation to a same-sexed person? If so, then what is his 

behavior in response to his experiencing such feelings 

whether within himself or in the other person? What are 
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the "limits" for the healthy personality in his affectional 

and love relationship with a person of his own sex? Hence , 

the present study was designed to investigate the single 

question: What is the correlation between the degree of 

personality health , or self- actualization , and acceptance 

of the physical expressions of affection between same-sexed 

persons ? 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Initially , a t otal of 439 males were randomly selected , 

by computer , from the mal e population enrol led f or the 

Spring , 1975 , quarter at Austin Peay St ate University . Of 

the 439 males that comprised this random sample , 262 were 

Caucasian and 177 were Black . Four days before the study 

began , each of these males received a letter informing 

him that he had been selected to participate in a research 

study being conduc ted at the University . The letter that 

this group received briefly explained that participation 

in the study was on a voluntary basis , and that the study 

would be conducted in two phases . The letter gave essential 

information regarding the date , time , and place for the 

first phase of the study . Out of the 4J9 randomly selected 

males , a total of 14 males showed up for the study . 

The initial ten minutes of the first phase of the study 

t . sess1·on , in which the researcher was spent as an informa 10n 

introduced himself as a graduate student in psychology at 

the University , identifying himself as the individual who 

them Concerning the study . He explained had notified each of 

be Conducted in two phases , saying• that the study would 

b in in a few minutes . Phase One 
Phase One will eg . 1 test and should take 

consists of a paper and pe~c~e although you may take 
about half an hour to comp e ~o will be conducted 
longer if you need to . Ph~~eished the test today , you 
tomorrow. After yo~ h~v~d 1~ly for Phase Two . Phase Two 
will be scheduled 1nd1v1 ua 

J2 



will be explained to you when you come tomorrow, 

The researcher continued as follows : 
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Befo:e we proc~ed , I am required by the American 
Psychological Association Code of Ethics to obtain 
your ~nfor~ed consent before you volunteer to partici
pate in th~s :esearch study , The form being distributed 
to you satisfies that requirement (see Appendix A for 
a COJ?Y of the "Consent and Agreement " form referred to 
here) , I will read the form aloud , Please read silently 
along with me , Keep in mind that , should you choose to 
participate in this study , it is understood that you 
are agreeing to participate in both phases of the study . 

The researcher read the "Consent and Agreement " form 

aloud , and then continued as follows , 

Are there any questions? If you have decided to 
participate in this study , please sign t~e form now 
and remain in your seat , If you have decided not to 
participate in this study , please leave now , 

Every , one of the 14 subjects signed the "Consent and 

Agreement " form , thereby volunteering to participate in 

both phases of the study , However , it should be noted that 

SubJ·ects actually participated in the second only lJ of the 

Of t hese lJ subjects , 5 were Black and phase of the study . 

8 were Caucasian . 

Apparatus 

Or ;entation Inventory . The POI (Shostrom , The Personal ... 

t the need for a comprehens-1966, 1974) was created to mee 

and behavior seen to be of importance ive measure of values 
1· . person , as dein the development of the self-actua 1z1ng 

1962 , 1971) , Rogers (1951 , 1961), scribed by Maslow (l954 , 
and Shostrom , Knapp , and 

Brammer and Shostrom (l 960 ) , 
two - choice value and 

Knapp (1975) . The POI consists of 150 
d twice first for re score ' behavior judgments, The items a 
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two basic scales of personal or· t t· ien a ion, that is , Time 

Compe tenc e (scales 1 and 2) and Inner-Directed (scales J 

and 4) r and second , for ten subscales each of which 

measures a conceptually important element of self-actualizing . 
A general overview of the POI follows . 

Time Incompetence :Time Competence (scales 1 and 2 ) yield 

a ratio score which measures the degree to which one is 

"present" oriented . other- Directed , Inner-Directed (scales 

J and 4) yield a ratio s core which measures whether one ' s 

reactivity is basically toward others or self . Self- Actual 

izing Value (scale 5) measures one ' s affirmation of the 

primary values of self-actualizing persons . Existentiality 

(scale 6) measures one ' s ability to situationally or exis-

tentionally react without rigid adherence to principles. 

Feeling Reactivity (scale 7) measures one ' s sensitivity 

of responsiveness to one ' s own needs and feelings . Spon

taneity (scale 8) measures one ' s freedom to react spontane

ously or to be oneself . Self Regard (scale 9) measures one ' s 

affirmation of self on the basis of his valuation of himself 

as worthwhile or strong . Self Acceptance (scale 10) measures 

lf i· n spi·te of weaknesses or deficienc
one ' s affirmation of se 

ies. Nature of Man (scale 11) measures one ' s ability to see 

d t o resolve the goodness - evil , 
man as essentially goo , 

. h unselfishness, and spirit-
masculine-feminine , selfis ness-

. . Synergy (scale 12) measures 
uality-sensuality dichotomies . 

l · r s me aningful ly 
th opposites of i ea 

one ' s ability t o see e 
. (scale 13 ) measures one's 

related. Acceptance of Aggression 
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ability to accept anger and aggression within one's self as 

natural. Capacity for Intimate Contact (scale 1~) measures 

one's ability to develop meaningful, contactful, intimate 

relationships with other human beings. Making contact may 

be defined as the ability to develop and maintain an "I-Thou" 

relationship in the here-and-now and the ability to meaning

fully touch another human being. other measured dimensions 

which facilitate contact are the ability to express vs. im

press, being vs. pleasing, and the ability to relate intensely 

to another person either aggressively or tenderly. 

"Self-actualizing samples are significantly higher on 

all scales and non-self-actualizing samples tend to be lower 

on all scales" (POI Manual, p. 18 ). According to the POI 

Manual (p. 6), the degree or level of any subject's self

actualizing may be determined simply by examining his scores 

on the Time Competence and Inner-Directed scales. Also, for 

correlational or other statistical analyses it is recommend

ed (POI Manual, P• 6) that scores from the Time Competence 

scale and the Inner-Directed scale be used in preference 

to the ratio scores, due to the statistical complexities of 

the ratio scores. 

Were two cl asses of slides• (1 ) nonThe Slides. There 

. . (2) i'tical A non-critical sli de was a cr1t1cal, and er • 

that is' a slide of a plant or tree, or some neutral slide; 

no hwnan figures appeared. The pastoral scene in which 
1 subjects making 

critical slides showed nude white ma e 
Th body contact por

contact with one another's bodieS, e 
b the researcher, to be 

What was deemed, Y trayed ranged from 
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"tenderly affectionate" to "f 11 . 

u erotic arousal " response , 
None of the slides portrayed 

O 
t 

ver sexual behavior between 
the subjects in the slides , In all , 

there were 16 slides: 
2 practice slides of a non-criti· cal 

nature , 7 non-critical 
slides , and 7 critical slides , The slides were projected by 
means of a Kodak Carousel slide proJ·ector onto a free-stand-
ing viewing screen , 

Procedure 

Phase One . As soon as the subjects had signed the "Con

sent and Agreement" form it was taken from them , and in 

return each of the subjects received a POI answer sheet . 

The subjects were instructed to fill in the information 

part of the answer sheet s that is , their student number 

was to be filled in instead of their name in the space 

provided for their name , and age and sex information were 

also filled in by the subjects . When this step was completed , 

each subject received a copy of the POI test booklet , and 

the instructions were read to the subjects by the researcher . 

The subjects were given the following instructions, 

When you have finished the test , bring your test 
booklet and answer sheet to me , and you_m~y cho?se a 
time that is convenient for you to part1c1pate _1n the 
second phase of the study . Are there any quest~ons? 
(Pause) , Now open the test booklet and start with 
question number one . 

Complete d Phase One , he was scheduled As each subject 

for a time on the following day to participate in Phase Two . 

• t t slip" which he Each subject was given an "appoin men 

exper imental room the next day . 
bring with him to the 

· t 's POI 
researcher on the subJeC number (stamped by the 

was to 

His 



answer sheet) , name , and • 
appointment time were written on 

the slip, which also showed th 
e subject the building and 

room number to which he wast 
0 come in order to partici-

pate in the second phase of th 
e study . The researcher re-

corded the information and the subject ' s number and race 

on a master schedule . The subject ' s race was noted by 

marking either "B " for Black , or "C " for Caucasian next 

to the subject ' s number , name , and time on the master 

schedule . 
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Phase Two . When the subject came to the experimental 

room , he was thanked for having come , after which his 

"appointment slip " was taken and checked against the 

master schedule . The subject was then ushered i nto the 

experimental room , which measured approximately 61 x 8 ', 

The slide projector had been placed near the edge of a 

table that was in the roomi at the end of the table the 

viewing screen had been erected . The subject was seated at 

the end of the table near the slide projector . An answer 

sheet , which had been constructed specifically for the 

subject ' s recording his response to each slide , was placed 

on the table in front of the subject . The subject was then 

given the following instructionss 

· 11 be viewing some slides, There are 
Today you wi ma view each slide for as 

16 slides in ~11 , and
0
~~~r t~ view a slide , you must 

long as you like , In the slide projector , When 
push the advance button1?~e will appear on the screen . 
you push the button_a s i the screen for as long as 
You may view the slide 0

~ 
0 

on to the next slide 
you like. When you want t~ g and the slide will change. 
just push the a~vance bur~~ the screen first . When 
A blank space will appeaon the screen , you are to 
the bl ank space appears t the statement that most 
circle on the answer shee 
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accurately reflects you 
have j ust viewed. (The~ response to the slide you 
corresponding to each oft~temen~s on the answer sheet , 
reject, strong ly reject h~ slides were: very strongly 
accept, very strongl a~ reJect , accept , strongly 
response to the slid~ 

0
~ept) . ~o not_circle your 

screen is blank. Aft y have JU~t viewed until the 
to that slide er you have circled your response 
next slide . They~~r:~yfpres~. the b~tton and view the 
to be sure you understa~~ ~hides will be practice , just 

e procedure clearly . 

It should be noted that the slide serialization was as 

follows : PPNCNCNCNCNCNCNC, where p = practice slide , N = non-

critical slide , and C = critical slide . The researcher then 

left the subject alone in the experimental room , but the 

researcher stood in the corridor outside t he experimental 

room , leaving the door to the experimental room slightly 

ajar , so he could observe the subject . The res earcher used 

a stop- watch to measure the time the subject spent viewing 

each slide . The researcher noted the time each subject s pent 

viewing each slide by recording the viewing time for each 

slide on a data sheet . Each subject viewed all 16 slides; 

once the individual subject had completed Phase Two , he was 

immediately debriefed concerning the study. The researcher 

attempted to get the subjec t ' s assurance that he would not 

discuss the nature of the slides wi th anyone , or anything 

else connecte d with the study , until the next day . The 

subject was then thanked for his cooperation and released . 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Since this study was 
concerned with the degree of self-

actualization, as meas d 
ure by the POI, and its relationship 

to the acceptance of intimate body contact between same-

sexed people, only the Time Incompetence, Time Competence, 

Other-Directed, and Inner-Directed scales of the POI were 

employed in evaluating self-actualization, Although the 

scoring and evaluation of the subjects' self-actualizing 

characteristics was carried out on each of the POI dimens

ions, and individual profiles were recorded, only the above 

mentioned criteria were employed in assessing the degree of 

self-actualization. 

Taken altogether, the composite profile of the group on 

the Time Incompetence, Time Competence, other-Directed, and 

Inner-Directed POI scales revealed that only one of the 

subjects could be assessed as being within the normal range 

for personality integration, according to the POI criteria, 

Hence, the remaining twelve subjects could be assessed as 

being non-self-actualizing, Thus, the present example did 

not contain a single "self-actualizing" individual. 

Pearson product-moment correlations were computed for 

all . examining both ratio and raw score possible comparisons, 

data for the total sample, and the Caucasian and Black 

sample. Summaries of these 
comparisons appear in Appendix B. 

All comparisons were evaluated at the •05 

de only 5 cance. Of the 36 comparisons ma ' 
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level of signifi-

attained signifi-
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cance, The five significant . 

comparisons are as follows , 
(1) the Total sample (i . e b th . ·, ° Caucasian and Black 
subjects combined) for the 

raw score data comparison of 
the Time Competence vs th I . - • e nner - Directedness scales on 
the POI , r = , 62 , 2.. <. 05 . (2) th c • - ' e aucasian sample f or the 
ratio score data comparison of the T. I ime ncompetence to 

Time Competence vs . the other- Directedness to Inner-Directed-

ness scales on the POI , r. = . 76 , 2.. (. 05 ; (J) the Caucasian 

sample for the raw score data comparison of Time Competence 

on the POI vs . Viewing Time for the Critical Slides , 

r = - • 72 , 2.. < • o 5 I (4) the Black sample for the raw score 

data comparison of the Time Competence vs . the Inner-Directed

ness scales on the POI scales , r. = - . 92 , 2.. (. 05 ; (5) the 

Caucasian sample for the raw score data comparison of the 

Time Competence vs . the Inner- Directedness scales on the POI , 

The following three comparisons attained signi ficance at 

the , 10 level of signi ficance and are mentioned here only 

for consideration , in view of the very small number of sub

jects who participated in the researc h s (1) the Total Sample 

· of Ti'me Incompetence to Time Compet -ratio score comparison 

ence vs . the ratio of Time Spent Viewing Crit ical Slides to 

Entire Slide Series , ~= - , 54 , 
Total Time Spent Viewing the 

ratio score comparison of the 
P < . 10 ; (2) the Black Sample 

Tl.me Competence scales on the POI Y.§. • 
Time Incompetence to 

t Total Time 
the ratio of Time Spent Viewing Critical Sl i des o 

. _ _ 8 J , 12. <, 1 O ; (3 ) 
Spent Viewi ng the Ent ire Slide SerieS , ~ - · 

·s on of the Ti me Spent 
t Ore comp ar1 he Black Sample raw sc 
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viewing t he Critical Slides Only Y§.• the Likert-type Scale 

scor es of Acceptance of the Critical Slides,~= -.86, 

P (.10. All other comparisons were not significant. 

Examination of the only significant (at the .05 level) 

relationship, not involving the interrelationship between 

two POI criteria scales, was that between the Time Compet

ence POI scale and the Caucasian sample's raw score data 

viewing time of the critical slides. The L = -.72 for this 

comparison indicates that the more the male Caucasian was 

Time Competent the less time he spent viewing the critical 

slides. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Maslow (1971) has suggested that 
the healthy personality 

transcends the dichotomies between masculine and feminine 

and accepts the facts of psychological bisexuality in human 

nature . Maslow (1971) has further suggested that , to the 

extent that the individual transcends such dichotomies , he 

will be a more integrated person who accepts and enjoys his 

own femininity . As previously noted , the present study was 

undertaken to investigate the degree of self-actualization , 

as measured by the Personal Orientation Inventory , and the 

acceptance of physical expression of affection , i . e ., by 

making intimate body contact between same -sexed people . 

From this it could have been predicted that self-actualizing 

individuals would respond with acceptance to portrayals of 

intimate body contact between same-sexed people , to a sig

nificantly higher degree than would individuals whose 

responses on the Personal Orientation Inventory characterized 

them as being normal or non- self-actualizing . It should be 

recalled that , as a result of the subjects ' POI profiles , 

the subjects in this study represented a predominantly non-

wi'th the exception of one subject self- actualizing sample 

who was "normal • " 

The POI Scales 
. h ' of the POI scales 

Examination of the interrelations ip 
Time Competence , or the 

( . . Incompetenc e and 1. e • , the Time 
42 



Time Scales; and the Other D" 
- irected and Inner-Directed , or 
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the Support Scales) used in ass . 
ess1ng the level of self-

actualization shows th f 1 
e o lowing : For the t otal sample , 

raw score data , analysis of th · t . 
e in errelat1onship between 

the Time Competence and Inner- Dir t d 
ec e scales resulted in 

~ = . 62 , ~ <• 05 . This L exceeds that reported in the POI 

Manual (L = ,49 , N = 1J8) for these two scales , In addition , 
analysis of the interrelationship between the Time Competence 

and Inner-Directed scales f or the Caucasian sample (_ = 8 , 

raw score data ) yields L = , 90 which is significant at the 

. 01 level of significance. An interesting result appears 

with the analysis of the interrelationship between the same 

two raw score scales for the Black sample (~ = 5) . Here the 

analysis yields L = - , 92 which is significant at the .05 

level of significance . Interpretation of this relationship 

between these two scales , for the Black subjects in this 

study , indicates that there is a tendency for the Black 

subject who is more Time Competent to be less Inner- Directed . 

The investigator interprets this possible relationship as 

reflecting the possible effect of the stereotyping of the 

Black as being Time Incompetent ; that is, in order to 

achieve Time Competence , the Black subject in this study 

t d self-expressive ignores his own inner- or self- suppor an 

ness . 

Analysis of the 

for the POI Time and 

. the ratio data interrelationship between 

( . Time Incompetence 
Support Scales 1• e ., 

to Time Competence YE-• 
t Inner- Directedness) 

Other- Directedness o 

05 level of significance) 
the • Yields~= .28 (not significant at 
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and~= -.64 (not significant 

at the .05 level of 
cance) for the total sampl signifi-

e and Black sample 
th . • respectively. 

However, e interrelationship 
between the Time and Support 

ratio scales for the Cal:lcas ian sample ( 
li = 8) yields L = 

.76, P<:'.05. The consistent discre 
. pancy for both raw score 

and ratio score data between th C 
e aucasian and the Black 

samples on the POI scales int· his study again suggest to 
the investigator that the Bl k ac subjects in this study may 
be truly reflecting the effect f o the stereotyping of the 
Black as Time Incompetent. 

The Likert Scale Results 

There were three raw score data comparisons and three 

ratio score data comparisons involving the Likert-type 

scale scores of the acceptance of the critical slides' con

tents for each of the three groups (i.e., the total sample, 

the Caucasian sample, and the Black sample ) 1 a total of 18 

comparisons. Only one out of the 18 comparisons attained 

significance, but at the .10 level of significance rather than 

at the .05 level of significance. The one comparison that 

attained significance at the .10 level of significance in

volved the relationship between the Viewing Time of the 

Critical Slides vs. the Likert-type scale score of the 

Crl·t1·cal slides' contents for the Black acceptance of the 
n /.10) • The investigator interpreted sample (~ = -.86, ~,• 

th . as suggest1·ng that the longer the Black 
1s relationship 

Slides, the less they accepted 
subjects viewed the critical 

the critical slides. 



Although none of the remaining 1? 

significance, the trends they suggest 
comparisons attained 

to the investigator. It can be 
are still of interest 

observed that (1) the Time 
competence raw scores, (2) the T. 

ime Incompetence to Time 
Competence ratios, (3) the raw scores for 

time spent view-
ing the critical slides only, and (4 ) the rati·o of time 
spent viewing the critical slides to total time spent 
viewing the slides in the · series together suggest one trend 
in the relation to the 11.·k t t er - ype scale scores of the 

acceptance of the critical slides' contents. A second trend, 

in relation to the Likert-type scale scores, is suggested 

by (1) the Inner-Directed raw scores and (2) the other

Directed to Inner-Directed ratios. 

The general trend suggested by the relationship between 

those comparisons involving time and the Likert-type scores 

appears to be negative for 8 out of the 12 comparisons in 

which time is a factor. This trend tends to suggest that~ 

may be a critical factor in determining whether or not one 

accepts or rejects the type of intimate body contact between 

same-sexed people as portrayed in the critical slides in this 

series. The second general trend is suggested by the 6 non

significant comparisons involving the relationship between 

the Likert-type scale scores of the acceptance of the criti

cal slides' contents and Inner-Directedness. The relationship 

between these two factors appears to be positive• 
1 a non-self-

It seems logical to conclude that the onger 
d to the type of stimuli pre

actualizing subject was expose 
in this study, the greater was 

sented by the critical slides 
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reJect such stimuli·. Further , 
the more other-directed the 

he to accept such stimuli . 
subject , the less likely was 

The Viewing Time Scales 

Twelve comparisons were d 
ma e between ratio and raw score 

Time and Support factors in 1 re ation to (1) raw scores for 

viewing time of the critical slides only d ( ) an 2 the ratio 

of viewing time of the critical slides to total time spent 

viewing the slide series . The Time Competence Y2. • Viewing 

Time of the Critical Slides Only for the Caucasian sample 

yielded r. = -. 72 , 12. <. O 5, suggesting that the more Time 

Competent was the Caucasian subject in this study , the less 

time he spent viewing the critical slides . However , two 

ratio comparisons attained significance at the .10 level of 

significance : the ratios between Time Incompetence to Time 

Competence vs . Viewing Time of the Critical Slides to Total 

Time Spent Viewing the Slide Series for (1) the total sample 

(r_ = -. 54 , 12.<. 1o)and (2) the Black sample (r. = -. 8J , 12.<, 10 ) . 

The general trend in the results in this area reveals a 

negative relationship between viewing time scales and the 

ratio and raw score Time and Support factors , for all but 

two comparisons (which occurred in the Black sample) , Th is 

•r· t and significant general trend , for both non- signi ican 
is either or both 

comparisons , suggests that the more one 

1 time he will 
Inner-Directed and Ti me Competent the ess 

In other words , the 
spend in viewing the critical slides . 

less time he will 
more self- actualizing the i nd ividual t he 



Spend in viewing the t'\TT\ 
~~e of slides presented 

to the subjects 
in this study. The reverse is 1 a so a reasonable suggestions 
i, e,, the less self-actualizi the ... 

ng 1nd1v1dual, the longer 
he will view the type of slides 

presented in this study. 
There are two major factors in th" 18 study that make it 

difficult to assess whether or not self t . 
-ac ual1zation is 

related to the acceptance of intimate body contact between 

same~sexed peoples (1) the very small b num er of subjects who 

participated in this study and (2) the fact that there were 

no self-actualizing individuals in the sample, Theoretically, 

it is conceivable that obtaining a larger li would yield a 

larger representation of the full-range of self-actualization 

(i. e., self-actualizing as well as "normal" and non-self

actualizing individuals). The fact that the data reveals a 

tendency among the non-self-actualizing subjects, in this 

study, to reject the type of intimate body contact between 

same-sexed people that was presented to them does not pro

vide any basis for concluding that such a tendency is 

representative of any sample other than the non-self

actualizing subjects who participated in this study. Moreover, 

the data does not provide any support for the notion that 

self-actualizing individuals would demonstrate the opposite 

tend (" that they would accept intimate body ency 1. e., 

contact between same-sexed people). 
do well to (1) obtain 

Future research in this area would 

( ) look more closely at the 
larger population samples, 2 

minority people's perform
Performance of Blacks and other 

also be standardized 
ance on the POI ; i, e., the POI should 
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•nority group n orms , (3) look more closely at time and on mi 
. ner-di r ected fact ors as determinants of acceptance of 
1J1--
i ntimate body contact between same - sexed people , (4) in-

vestigate the relationship between self- actualization and 

C
ceptance , by females , of intimate body contact between 

the a 
other females as well as between males , and (5) sample popu-

lations other than college students . 
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LETTER OF CO~SENT AND AGREEMENT 

I 
1975 , ' do hereby of my own free ch ' .on this date , 

t . . t . th' oice consent d-~---• to par icipa e in is research stud . an volunteer 
guaranteed by the student researcherY;nbei~g assur~d and 
that the data collected from any ind' -~ his/her director(s} 
testing , in whatever form deemed necivi ual and/or group 
the researcher and his/her director(:)sar~

1
tnd sufficient by 

forever in the s~rictest confidence ; tha;i be kept ~ow and 
be released for inspection , examination such data will not 
person(s) other than the researcher and ' h0i.r/anh alysis_by any 

· t ( ) Th s er thesis direc or ? , . e researcher assures that only he/ h . 
know the identity of the subject and the res she will 

1 · ' earc er shall ~ot r~vea ~nt~ny manner , at any time , to any person such 
7aentity ~ r ermore , that any and all information identif _ 
1ng me will be destroyed , e ,9,, answer sheets on which my Y 
~am~ appears , at the completion o~ the research . Furthermore, 
1t 1s a9reed and assured that I will be immediately debriefed 
concerning the true nature of the research once my partici
pation in the research is conclude d , and t hat I shall be 
protected from any harm , whether to body or emotions , through
out the research; and that should I require any care or 
counseling following the conclusion of my participation in 
this research , I will be assisted in securing such care and/or 
counseling by a qualified and competent professional . 

As a volunteering subject , I agree to cooperate with the 
researcher by not discussing his/her research or any part of 
it with any other subject or potential subject until t~e 
research in its entirity is concluded . I reserve the ~1ght 
to withdraw from the research at anytime when I deem it 
necessary to protect my own integrity; while abiding by my 
agreement with the researcher as set forth above . 

I contract this agreement with the researche~ ~f_t~i! 
study and his/her director(s) and to the responsibilitie 
and assurances herein set forth. 

Signature of the Volunteering Subject 

Signature of 
the Student Researcher 
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Table 1, - Correlation Coeffi. 55 Ratio Scores cients for Total Sample _ 

Factors involved in Comparison 

1
, Time Competences Time Incompetence 

vs. 
other-Directedsinner-Directed 

2, Time Competences Time Incompetence 
vs, 

Critical Slide Viewing Time• Total 
Viewing Time 

3. Time Competences Time Incompetence 
vs. 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Critical Slide Content 

4, other-Directed• Inner-Directed 
vs. 

Critical Slide Viewing Times Total 
Viewing Time 

S, other-Directed, Inner-Directed 
vs. 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Critical Slide Content 

6. Critical Slide Viewing Times Total 
Viewing Time 

vs. 
Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 

of Critical Slide Content 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

+o .278 

+o.019 

-0.021 

+o ,0?9 

-0,019 
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Tabl e 2 . - Cor relation co ff' . Raw Scores e icients for Total Sample _ 

factors Involved in Comparison 

1
• Time Competence ll• Inner-Directedness 

2
• Time Comp~te~ce v~. Critical Slide 

Viewing Time 

3
, Time Competence ll• Likert-type Scale 

score of Acceptance of Critical Slide 
Content 

4, inner-Directed ll• Critical Slide 
Viewing Time 

5. Inner-Directed ll.• Likert-type Scale 
score of Acceptance of Critical Slide 

Content 

6. Critical Slide Viewing Time 
vs. 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Critical Slide Content 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

+o.623 ** 

-0.048 

-0.086 

-0.450 

-0.124 

-0 .153 



Tabl e J. - Cor :elation Coefficie t 5? 
Rat i o Scores n 8 for White Sample_ 

Factors Involved in Comparison 

1• Time Competences Time Incompetence 
vs. 

other-Directedsinner-Directed 

2• Time Competence, Time Incompetence 
vs. 

Critical Slide Viewing Times Total 
Viewing Time 

3. Time Competences Time Incompetence 
vs. 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Critical Slide Content 

4. other-Directed• Inner-Directed 
vs. 

Critical Slide Viewing Timer Total 
Viewing Time 

5, other Directed, Inner-Directed 
ll.• 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Critical Slide Content 

6, Critical Slide Viewing Timer Total 
Viewing Time 

vs. 
Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 

of Critical Slide Content 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

-0.265 

-0.141 

+o,0JJ 

+o .155 



Tabl e 4 . - Corre l ation Coeffi • 
Raw Scores cients for White 

Sample -

Factors Involved in Comparison 

1, Time Competence m,. Inner-Directedness 

2, Time Competence vs. Critical Slide 
Viewing Time 

J. Time Competence ll• Likert-type Scale 
score of Acceptance of Critical Slide 

Content 

4, Inner-Directed vs, Critical Slide 
Viewing Time 

5, Inner-Directed vs. Likert-type Scale 
Score of Acceptance of Critical Slide 

Content 

6. Cri tieal Slide Viewing Time 
vs. 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Critical Slide Content 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

+o.904 *** 

-0,182 

-0.614 

+o.105 

+o.276 
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Table 5. - Correlat i on Coeffic• 59 
Ratio Scores 1.ents for Black Sample _ 

Factors Involved in Comparison 

1• Time Competences Time Incompetence 
vs. 

other-Directed a Inner-Directed 

2• Time Competence• Time Incompetence 
vs. 

Critical Slide Viewing Times Total 
Viewing Time 

3. Time Competence s Time Incompetence 
vs. 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Critical Slide Content 

4. other-Directed, Inner-Directed 
vs. 

Critical Slide Viewing Times Total 
Viewing Time 

5, Other-Directed, Inner-Directed 
vs. 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Cri tical Slide Content 

6, Cr i tical Slide Viewing Time, Total 
Viewing Time 

vs . 
Liker t-type Scale Score of Acceptance 

of Critical Slide Content 

* P ( . 10 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

-0.639 

-0.829 * 

+o.534 

+o .315 

-0.42J 



Table 6. - Correl ation Coefficients for 60 
Raw Sc ores Black Sample _ 

-~==-:-::==---------· -- · Involved in Comparison Factors 

1• Time Competence ll• Inner-Directedness 

Time Competence vs. Critical Slide 2 • Viewing Time 

J, Time Competence n,. Likert-type Scale 
score of Acceptance of Critical Slide 

Content 

4, Inner-Directed vs. Critical Slide 
Viewing Time 

5. Inner-Directed Y§..• Likert-type Scale 
Score of Acceptance of Critical Slide 

Content 

6. Critical Slide Viewing Time 
vs. 

Likert-type Scale Score of Acceptance 
of Critical Slide Content 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

-o.91a ** 

+o.J4? 

-0.616 

+0.227 
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